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(57) ABSTRACT 

A networking conferencing and collaboration tool utilizing 
an enhanced T128 application sharing protocol. This 
enhanced protocol is based on a per-host model command, 
control, and communication structure. This per-host model 
reduces network traf?c, alloWs greater scalability through 
dynamic system resource allocation, alloWs a single host to 
establish and maintain a share session With no other mem 
bers present. The per-host model alloWs private Communi 
cation betWeen the host and a remote With periodic broad 
Casts of updates by the host to the entire share group. This 
per-host model also alloWs the host to alloW, revoke, pause, 
and invite control of the shared applications. Subsequent 
passing of control is provided, also With the hosts accep 
tance. The model contains no ?xed limit on the number of 
participants, and dynamically allocates resources When 
needed to share or control a shared application. These 
resources are then freed When no longer needed. 
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SCALABLE MULTIPARTY CONFERENCING AND 
COLLABORATION SYSTEM AND METHOD OF 

DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATING SYSTEM 
RESOURCES IN SAME 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This patent application is a divisional of co-pend 
ing US. patent application Ser. No. 09/395,480, ?led Sep. 
14, 1999, pending, Which is a non-provisional claiming the 
bene?t of US. Provisional Application No. 60/122,429 ?led 
Mar. 2, 1999. The entire teachings and disclosure of these 
patent applications are hereby incorporated by reference in 
their entireties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The instant invention relates to Internet and intra 
net multiparty conferencing and collaboration tools, and 
more particularly to a multiparty conferencing and collabo 
ration tool providing enhanced scalability through the 
dynamic allocation of system resources. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Real time communication is vital to the success of 
any business. As businesses continue to groW and develop 
outside the typical four Walls of an office or factory, With 
multiple divisions located around the country and around the 
World, With an increasing number of employees telecom 
muting, and even With employees located in different distant 
parts of the same building, tools facilitating real time com 
munication are becoming essential, not just for businesses to 
succeed, but also for businesses to simply survive. While the 
Widespread use of local area netWorks (LANs), Wide area 
netWorks (WAN s), and e-mail has increased the productivity 
of many companies and individuals, such structures and 
tools do not provide, by themselves, the ability for real time 
group collaboration so essential for the success of Work 
groups and design teams Which, in turn, drives the success 
of businesses. 

[0004] In recognition of the changing Way businesses need 
to function to survive and prosper in this distributed envi 
ronment of the World-Wide Workplace, the assignee of the 
instant invention developed and released a netWork confer 
encing and collaboration tool called NetMeetingTM 2.0. This 
tool provides H.323 standards-based voice and video con 
ferencing, T.120 multipoint data conferencing including 
application sharing, clipboard sharing, ?le transfer, White 
board, and chat features. Application sharing is a feature of 
NetMeetingTM that alloWs a person in a conference running 
an application locally With local data (like NotepadTM) to 
send the graphics of the application to the other people in the 
conference. The remote people see What the local person 
does, the title bar, the client area, obscured areas, etc. The 
remotes can even control the shared application, the remote 
person in control’s keyboard and mouse drive the keyboard 
and mouse of the person sharing the application. This results 
in appearance changes, like opening a neW ?le Would, and 
those Will be transmitted back from the sharer to the others. 

[0005] These features Were immediately successful in 
aiding the real time communication and design activity of 
many businesses. As companies became more and more 
familiar With the advantages available through such a tool, 
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their demand for increased usage of and capabilities from 
such a tool exceeded even the expectations of the assignee. 
HoWever, at the same time that users Were demanding 
increased usage, they Were also demanding increased con 
trol, neW features, and reduced netWork resource and time 
utiliZation from this tool. 

[0006] One of the most desired feature enhancements of 
this tool Was to increase the number of simultaneous users 
Who could participate in an on-line conference. HoWever, a 
16-bit version of the application sharing code, NetMeet 
ingTM 2.0, Was built on the Win 9x platform Which is 
interrupt based for mouse and keyboard inputs. As such, and 
because it Was based off Win3.x technology, this platform 
required the up-front allocation of system memory for all 
users. This up-front allocation of system resources required 
that all resources Which might ever be need by the users 
Were allocated. This Was quite Wasteful since a good portion 
of the allocated resources needed for application sharing 
Were allocated to many users Who Would never share or 

collaborate, and Were only in the meeting to vieW. This could 
total three megabytes for each user, to represent their desk 
top and create the required object caches. Because of this 
memory allocation requirement and based on estimated 
typical system user resources, a maximum hard limit of 32 
users Was set in the system. While this Was believed to be 
adequate for most meetings, the demand for more attendees 
based on the ease of communication How soon pushed the 
limit beyond that Which the system Would alloW. 

[0007] Another problem Which became apparent as the 
number of meeting participants greW relates to the netWork 
traffic generated betWeen participants under the T128 appli 
cation sharing protocol. With increasing numbers of partici 
pants in a meeting, the number of message packets sent 
betWeen these participants during operation and When a neW 
person Wanted to join the meeting increased to a point Where 
the delay in communication and interruption of the meeting 
became excessive. In addition to the number of messages 
Which Were sent, the computational algorithms used Were 
complex, adding proportionally to the amount of time 
needed for anything to happen. Depending on the particular 
connections betWeen participants, eg the Internet, the delay 
in the meeting resulting from a neW person joining could 
extend into the several minutes range. With this type of 
delay, people hang-up, lose their Internet connection, lose 
interest, etc. 

[0008] The T.128 model utiliZed in this NetMeetingTM 
system Was a global free-for-all model Where all members 
Were peers. Every person in the conference Would maintain 
a global list, ordered from front to back of all of the shared 
applications of everybody in the conference, merged com 
pletely together. Each person had to be in lock-step With the 
others, so that the positions, order, and appearance of all 
shared applications Were in sync. Any change in order, state, 
or position had to be transmitted to everyone in the meeting. 
This Would frequently cause a Ping-Pong effect Whereby the 
neW global list Would be sent, someone in the conference 
Would decide it Was out of date because their shared appli 
cation had moved, and Would transmit a neW WindoW list, 
and so forth. This problem Was exacerbated by the collabo 
ration model Which also required that all members of the 
conference periodically broadcast his or her mouse position. 
This additional netWork traf?c Was necessitated by the 
toggle during collaboration Whereby only one of the col 
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laborators controlled all of the collaborators’ mice and 
keyboards. Therefore, the host Would periodically need to 
check Where everyone’s cursor is positioned. 

[0009] As a result of this global, chaotic model, the total 
netWork traffic could become excessive due to the amount of 
this circular traf?c, even from members not sharing any 
thing. All of the packets of information Were broadcast, With 
one copy for each member of the conference. The delays 
resulting from this excessive netWork traffic caused cursor 
movements, especially When in control of a remote mem 
ber’s application, to be extremely jerky. This made it almost 
impossible to control a remote’s application With any degree 
of con?dence that the remote user’s mouse Was really Where 
the controlling member thought it Was. Further, under this 
model no one could do anything until all members Were up 
to date, Which further sloWed the conference response time. 
In addition to the netWork traffic described above, to inter 
pret data from a host, eg the draWings of an application, all 
members in the conference had to knoW about and interpret 
the capabilities of all other members of the conference. This 
drove the netWork traf?c volume even higher, and sloWed 
the system response still further. 

[0010] Another problem Which became apparent from the 
global collaboration model of NetMeetingTM 2.0 as the 
number of members in a conference greW Was the control of 
applications Which Were being shared. This control/collabo 
ration model in the T128 application sharing protocol of 
NetMeetingTM 2.0 Was global. Each member of the confer 
ence could start/stop collaborating. Exactly one of the mem 
bers collaborating Was considered to be in control. Her 
mouse/keyboard drove the mice and keyboards of the other 
members collaborating. Those other members Were con 
trolled, and their mice and keyboards Were locked. HoWever, 
if they Were not sharing anything, the mouse and keyboard 
input from the person in control Would go to noWhere, since 
the remote users Were only alloWed to control shared appli 
cations, and not unshared ones. This appeared to lock their 
mice and keyboards for no reason, Which Was very frustrat 
ing especially in the multitasking World of WindoWsTM. 

[0011] Additionally, anyone collaborating could become 
the person in control by a simple action such as a mouse 
click or key press. If several people took control around the 
same time, the last person to do so Won, until the next person 
took control. There Was no organiZation or order to the 
passing of control, it Was a chaotic model. The users of the 
system soon terrned this chaotic operation as “mouse Wars.” 
With a decent number of people in a conference, the 
telephone Was the only Way to keep things from getting out 
of hand. There Was a lot of “OK, I am going to take control 
noW, do not do anything anybody” discussion back and 
forth. Further, collaboration Was a tWo-Way street. A person 
might only Want to control another’s applications Without 
exposing his oWn applications to another’s control. Unfor 
tunately, that Was not possible in this model. Collaboration 
Was all or nothing. Additionally, there Was no Way for a 
person to gracefully decline a control operation or even 
knoW that it Was about to happen. Control Would be yanked 
aWay Without Warning. 

[0012] This global, chaotic collaboration model also 
added to the excessive netWork traf?c described above. Each 
control change required some retransmitting of input state 
information, especially toggle keys, and discarding old 
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accumulated input. The person in control broadcasted his 
input messages to everyone. All of the members collaborat 
ing played back these input messages, skipping ones that 
obviously Would manipulate non-shared WindoWs, and then 
if they ended up going to a WindoW not shared, sWalloWed 
them at the last minute. That alloWed the cursor to move, but 
the actual movement of the mouse noti?cation to not get sent 
to the WindoWs under the mouse if they are not shared. 
Further, there Was required a lot of complicated token/ 
sequence number/guessing/time stamp calculations per 
formed to ?gure out Who has control if several people try to 
take control at once, or if it is taking too long to hear back. 

[0013] Afurther problem identi?ed relates to the initiation 
of an application share for a conference. The T.128 protocol 
utiliZed in NetMeetingTM 2.0 requires tWo people to be in a 
conference before anybody could share an application. This 
requirement also meant that if the second-to-last person left 
the conference, sharing Would stop if it Were ongoing. This 
requirement existed because starting up application sharing 
Was a call-response process. The person Wanting to share an 
application Would broadcast an “is it ok” packet, and then 
Wait for a response saying “sure, go ahead” before beginning 
the share. This turned out to be a much Worse than is may 
have ?rst appeared. Users Wanted to be able to organiZe a 
meeting Whereby they could be the only person in the 
meeting for a While to alloW them to set up attributes, 
applications, and ?les prior to having others join the meet 
ing. Without this capability, much time is Wasted by the 
other meeting participants While the host completes these 
activities With them present. 

[0014] An additional problem relates to the prior T.128 
protocol for NetMeetingTM having a limit of 256 colors, 8 
bits per pixel (bpp). If a user shared applications on a screen 
that Was running at a greater color depth than 256, infor 
mation Would be lost. The graphics Would be constrained 
and colors Would be mapped to the closest equivalent in a 
256 color palette. Simple applications did not experience 
much of a problem, since not many applications make full 
use of the available colors. The system colors and other 
common ones are alWays available. HoWever, a high end 
bitmap or a Web page With photos, for example, Would not 
look good When shared. They Would look posteriZed on the 
remote users’ monitors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] In vieW of the above identi?ed and other problems 
existing in the art, the inventive concepts and teachings of 
the instant invention involve the application sharing protocol 
otherWise knoWn as T.128, as preferably implemented in 
NetMeetingTM 3.0. These protocol changes are the result of 
a shift from a global collaboration model of prior versions of 
NetMeetingTM to the “per-host model” of NetMeetingTM 3.0 
and later versions. The implementation of the per-host 
model vastly increases the functionality and ease of use of 
netWork conferencing tools by reducing netWork traf?c, 
alloWing greater scalability, providing better control and 
collaboration among users, alloWing solitary members to 
begin a share Without the necessity of a second or subse 
quent party, and supporting true color graphics. 

[0016] By implementing a per-host model Whereby com 
munication With and control of the host takes place in a 
private fashion betWeen the host and a remote With periodic 
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broadcast updates by the host to the entire share group, the 
total number of network messages Which are required to be 
transmitted betWeen the members of the share group are 
greatly reduced. To contrast this per-host model, the prior 
versions of NetMeeting utilized a global model Where each 
person in the conference Would maintain a global list, 
ordering front to back, of all the shared applications of 
everybody in the conference, merged completely together. 
This resulted not only in a large number of messages being 
initially required to maintain the members of the conference 
in lockstep, but also had a ripple effect Whereby each 
adjustment resulting from the reception of such a message 
Would essentially be echoed back in a broadcast global 
fashion since a change had noW occurred on that user’s 
system. 

[0017] In the per-host model, the netWork traffic almost 
alWays originates from the host only as opposed to being 
globally transmitted by each of the members of the confer 
ence. While multiple members of the conference may share 
an application, this per-host model alloWs each of those 
members Who are sharing to act like a miniature server for 
the conference, i.e. a host of that shared application. 
Updates, therefore, instead of being globally transmitted by 
all members of the conference, simply noW stream doWn 
from the host. This requires only that the members of the 
conference need the capabilities of that particular host. A 
performance improvement is particularly noticeable in the 
per-host model When a member of the conference is in 
control of the host. In the per-host model the controlling 
member transmits its keyboard and mouse move messages 
privately to the host Who then periodically broadcasts the 
current cursor position to all members of the conference. 

[0018] Industry performance data has indicated that a 
reduction in netWork traf?c of about 25% in a 5 person 
conference With one person sharing. This reduction 
increases as the number of people sharing increases, and as 
the number of people in the conference increases. The 
reduction in netWork traf?c When someone is controlling the 
shared applications of another is approximately 50% or 
more. This reduction could be increased, hoWever it Was 
decided instead to increase the ?delity of the mouse moves 
to alloW ?ner movements, etc. for better responsiveness. 
This means that many more mouse move packets are sent 

than prior versions to alloW for this better performance. The 
reduction in netWork traf?c to add a neW person to the 
conference is approximately 90% or more When the number 
of existing people is 20 or greater. This reduction is truly an 
unexpected result Which Was originally met With skepticism 
from industry experts until con?rmed With actual measur 
ments. 

[0019] At a detailed level, the folloWing packet changes 
are implemented for NetMeetingTM 3.0: feWer and smaller 
Shared WindoW Lists (SWL) broadcast packets; feWer 
Active WindoW Coordinator (AWC) broadcast packets; 
feWer cursor broadcast packets; feWer Host Entity Tracker 
(HET) broadcast packets; feWer Synchronizing NeW Indi 
viduals (SNI) broadcast packets; feWer control arbitration 
(CA) packets; neW control (CA30) packets; and feWer Input 
Manager (IM) packets. These revised and neW packets, and 
the Way that they are shared When a neW member joins the 
conference, result in a signi?cant reduction in traf?c during 
application sharing just to get everyone in synchronism With 
the sharing application. 
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[0020] A further embodiment of the instant invention 
includes a neW collaboration/control model for the applica 
tion sharing protocol T128 as implemented in the per-host 
model of NetMeetingTM 3.0. In the neW T128 application 
sharing protocol, the control/collaboration model is per 
host. As such, the host is in control not only of her shared 
application, but also of When and to Whom control is 
relinquished. This alloWs a host to share an application 
Without Worrying about inadvertently losing control of her 
shared application, and also alloWs a host to take control of 
another host Without requiring that she give up control of her 
shared applications. This ability to designate a host’s con 
trollable status as Well as the granting or denying of control 
to a member is effectuated through a simple process. Under 
this process a host may indicate that her applications are not 
controllable, in Which case she has full control of her shared 
applications Without further interaction or requirement on 
her part. Alternatively, the host may, at any time during the 
share, designate an application as being controllable, in 
Which case control of her shared application may be passed 
to another member of the share. In this state the host may 
decide to pass control by her oWn initiation to another 
member of the share by offering control to that member. In 
this type of situation, the host invites a remote to assume 
control of the shared application at Which point the remote 
then has the option to accept control or decline the offer. 
Until the remote has either accepted or declined the invita 
tion to assume control of the shared application, the host has 
the poWer to revoke the invitation. 

[0021] In addition to the host initiated invitation to assume 
control of the shared application, a remote may also request 
permission from the host to take control of her shared 
application. Under this condition the remote sends a request 
to assume control to the host Who then has the option to 
either accept or decline the request for assumption of 
control. As With the invitation to assume control, the remote 
Who has initiated the request has the poWer to cancel the 
request at any time prior to the host’s acceptance or decli 
nation of granting control. Further, to ensure that requests 
and invitations do not go unansWered, the system also 
includes a time out function Whereby a request or an 
invitation is only valid for a certain period of time after 
Which the request or invitation is automatically declined. At 
any point during the remote control of the host’s shared 
application, the host has the poWer to immediately terminate 
the remote’s control. Further, the host also has the less 
intrusive option of simply pausing the remote’s control 
temporarily While still maintaining that remote in actual 
control of the shared application. Once the host unpauses the 
control the remote then is able to pick up Where she left off. 

[0022] The control may also be passed from one remote to 
another in this preferred embodiment. HoWever the per-host 
model ensures that the host of the shared application agree 
With the passing of control to a subsequent remote before 
actual control is passed to that remote. If the passing of 
control to a subsequent remote is agreeable With the host, 
control is passed to that subsequent remote. If the host 
disagrees With the subsequent passing of control to the 
subsequent remote, control stays With the initial remote user. 
As With requesting or inviting control from a host, a similar 
mechanism is utiliZed at the remote level for requesting or 
inviting control. HoWever, the ultimate decision maker for 
the shared application control is the host Who initiated the 
share. 
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[0023] In a preferred embodiment of the instant invention, 
the memory allocated to each member of the conference is 
noW set dynamically such that each member is given a 
minimum allocation of memory Which may be adjusted once 
that member begins to share. Further, since the memory 
allocation is noW dynamic, the necessity for placing a 
maximum limit on the number of users of a conference is no 
longer required. Therefore, the system of the instant inven 
tion alloWs as many members in a conference as may be 
supported by the meeting or conference host’s memory 
availability. As neW members join a conference or as old 
members leave a conference, memory is dynamically allo 
cated to or freed from that member Without signi?cant 
disruption to the overall operation of the system. 

[0024] The neW T128 protocol of the instant invention 
also preferably alloWs a one person conference by not 
Waiting for a response to the broadcast “is it okay” packet 
sent to establish a share. Instead, the neW T128 protocol 
assumes that sharing has succeeded if the person sharing is 
also the host of the meeting. This mechanism also resolves 
any con?ict resolution problem by alWays Working in favor 
of the meeting or conference host should tWo people attempt 
to share the ?rst thing at about the same time. Further, the 
con?ict resolution Works in favor of the more senior con 
ference or meeting member (the one Who joined the meeting 
or conference earlier than the other) should the con?ict not 
involve the meeting or conference host. 

[0025] Additionally, a preferred embodiment of the instant 
invention utiliZes the neW T128 protocol to support true 
color application sharing in a 24 bits per pixel, non-palet 
tiZed, standard interchangeable format that maps directly to 
the video hardWare. HoWever, While 24 bits per pixel true 
color is supported, it Will only be sent if everyone in the 
conference has the capability to vieW it and everybody has 
a 24 bpp or greater display. If not everyone has a 24 bpp or 
greater display, the information Will not be accurately dis 
played on their machine and, since such true color support 
generates a lot more data, there is no need to send such high 
quality video information if it cannot be vieWed accurately 
anyWay. This additional data does not affect performance 
much if applications such as NotePadTM are being shared. 
HoWever, if a graphically intensive application is shared 
there may be signi?cant performance impact. This is 
because a ?xed amount of memory is devoted to the cached 
bitmaps, and the 24 bpp bitmaps are three times the siZe of 
an 8 bpp bitmap. Therefore, only one-third as many ?t in the 
cache. This results in feWer cache hits Which then necessi 
tates the sending of bitmap bits more often. Further, since 
application sharing has a maximum uncompressed packet 
siZe of 32,000 bytes, it holds less true color screen data or 
true color bitmap cache orders, resulting in the requirement 
for sending more packets for the same area painted. 

[0026] These and other features of the invention Will 
become more apparent from the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion When taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed block diagram illustrating an 
exemplary operating environment suitable for application of 
the instant invention; and 

[0028] FIGS. 2a-c graphically illustrate in simpli?ed bar 
chart form the dynamic memory allocation of an embodi 
ment of the instant invention. 

[0029] While the invention is susceptible of various modi 
?cations and alternative constructions, certain illustrative 
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embodiments thereof have been shoWn in the draWings and 
Will be described beloW in detail. It should be understood, 
hoWever, that there is no intention to limit the invention to 
the speci?c forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the inten 
tion is to cover all modi?cations, alternative constructions 
and equivalents falling Within the spirit and scope of the 
invention as de?ned by the appended claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0030] FIG. 1 in the folloWing discussion are intended to 
provide a brief, general description of a suitable computing 
environment in Which the invention may be implemented. 
Although not required, the invention Will be described in the 
general context of computer-executable instructions, such as 
program modules, being executed by a personal computer. 
Generally, program modules include routines, programs, 
objects, components, data structures, etc. that perform par 
ticular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. 
Moreover, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the 
invention may be practiced With other computer system 
con?gurations, including hand-held devices, microprocessor 
systems, microprocessor-based or programmable computer 
electronics, netWork PCs, minicomputers, mainframe com 
puters, and the like. The invention may also be practiced and 
distributed computing environments Where tasks are per 
formed by remote processing devices that are linked through 
a communications netWork. In a distributed computing 
environment, program modules may be located in both local 
and remote memory storage devices. 

[0031] With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for 
implementing the invention includes a general purposed 
computing device in the form of a conventional personal 
computer 20, including a processing unit 21, a system 
memory 22, and a system bus 23 that couples various system 
components including the system memory to the processing 
unit 21. The system bus 23 may be any of several types of 
bus structures including a memory bus or memory control 
ler, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety 
of bus architectures. The system memory includes read-only 
memory (ROM) 24 and random access memory (RAM) 25. 
Abasic input/output system 26 (BIOS), containing the basic 
routines that help to transfer information betWeen elements 
Within the personal computer 20, such as during startup, is 
stored in ROM 24. The personal computer 20 further 
includes a hard disk drive 27 for reading from and Writing 
to a hard disk, not shoWn, a magnetic disk drive 28 for 
reading from or Writing to a removable magnetic disk 29, 
and an optical disk drive 30 for reading from or Writing to 
a removable optical disk 31 such as a CD ROM or other 
optical media. The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 
28, and optical disk drive 30 are connected to the system bus 
23 by a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic disk drive 
interface 33, and an optical drive interface 34, respectively. 
The drives and their associated computer-readable media 
provide nonvolatile storage of computer readable instruc 
tions, data structures, program modules and other date for 
the personal computer 20. Although the exemplary environ 
ment described herein employs a hard disk, a removable 
magnetic disk 29 and a removable optical disk 31, it should 
be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other types of 
computer readable media Which can store data that is 
accessible by the computer, such as magnetic cassettes, ?ash 
memory cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, 
random access memories (RAMs), read-only memories 
(ROMs), and the like, may also be used in the exemplary 
operating environment. 
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[0032] A number of program modules may be stored on 
the hard disk, magnetic disk 29, optical disk 31, ROM 24, or 
RAM 25, including an operating system 35, one or more 
application programs 36, other program modules 37, and 
program data 38. Auser may enter commands and informa 
tion into the personal computer 20 through input devices 
such as a keyboard 40 and a pointing device 42. Other input 
devices (not shoWn) may include a microphone, joystick, 
game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These and other 
input devices are often connected to the processing unit 21 
through a serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the 
system bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, such 
as a parallel port, game port, or a universal serial bus (USB). 
A monitor 47 or other type of display device is also 
connected to the system busy 23 via an interface, such as a 
video adapter 48. In addition to the monitor, personal 
computers typical include other peripheral output devices 
(not shoWn), such as speakers and printers. 

[0033] The personal computer 20 may operate in a net 
Worked environment using logical connections to one or 
more remote computers, such as a remote computer 49. The 
remote computer 49 may be another personal computer, a 
server, a router, a netWork PC, a peer device, or other 
common netWork node, and typically includes many or all of 
the elements described above relative to the personal com 
puter 20, although only a memory storage device 50 has 
been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted 
in FIG. 1 include a local area netWork (LAN) 51 and a Wide 
area netWork 52. Such netWorking environments are 
commonplace in of?ces, enterprise-Wide computer net 
Works, intranets, and the Internet. 

[0034] When used in a LAN Working environment, the 
personal computer 20 is connected to the local netWork 51 
through a netWork interface or adapter 53. When used in a 
WAN netWorking environment, the personal computer 20 
typically includes a modem 54 or other means for establish 
ing communications over the Wide-area netWork 52, such as 
the Internet. The modem 54, Which may be internal or 
external, is connected to the system bus 23 via the serial port 
interface 46. In a netWorked environment, program modules 
depicted relative to the personal computer 20, or portions 
thereof, may be stored in the remote memory storage device. 
It Will be appreciated that the netWork connections shoWn 
are exemplary and other means of establishing the commu 
nications link betWeen the computers may be used, eg 
dial-up modems/xDSL/cable modems, etc. 

[0035] Having noW described both the problems existing 
in the art and a suitable environment into Which the solution 
provided by the instant invention is preferably applied, the 
focus is noW turned to a description of a preferred embodi 
ment of the instant invention. As indicated above, one of the 
?rst problems identi?ed by users of NetMeetingTM 2.0 Was 
the scalability problems associated With the ?xed limit of 32 
conference members and the static allocation of system 
resources driven by the Win 9x platform. A preferred 
embodiment of the instant invention, therefore, removes the 
?xed limit of users (noW number of members in a conference 
is limited only by the available memory of the host) and 
utiliZes dynamic system resource allocation. As these prob 
lems Were resolved as Will be described beloW, an underly 
ing problem of excessive netWork traf?c as the number of 
conference members greW resulting from the prior T128 
protocol Was revealed. Therefore, a preferred embodiment 
of the instant invention involves enhancements to the T128 
protocol to alloW for the efficient scalability of the confer 
encing and collaboration tool. An embodiment of the instant 
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invention incorporating the teachings beloW may be found in 
a neW release of the assignee’s tool, NetMeetingTM 3.0. 

[0036] Before discussing the speci?cs of a preferred 
embodiment of the instant invention, a brief overvieW of the 
multimedia teleconferencing standards is appropriate to 
form a foundation for the folloWing teachings. The ITU-T 
T120, H.320, H.323, and H.324 standard comprise the core 
technologies for multimedia teleconferencing. The T120 
standards address Real Time Data Conferencing, the H.320 
standards address ISDN Videoconferencing, the H.323 stan 
dard addresses Video (Audiovisual) communication on 
LANs, and the H.324 standard addresses video and audio 
communications over loW bit rate connections such as POTS 
modem connections. H.323 is so Widespread because TCP/ 
IP is extremely common and available for LANs, WANs, 
dial-up, xDSL, and all sorts of NetWork devices/con?gura 
tions. The teachings and content of these standards are 
herein incorporated in their entirety by reference thereto. 

[0037] The T120 family of standards cover the document 
conferencing and application sharing (sometimes called data 
conferencing) portion of a multimedia teleconference. The 
recommendations specify hoW to ef?ciently and reliably 
distribute ?les and graphical information in real-time during 
a multipoint multimedia meeting. The objective of the 
standards is to assure interoperability betWeen terminals 
Without either participant assuming prior knoWledge of the 
other system; permit data sharing among participants in a 
multimedia teleconference, including White board image 
sharing, graphic display information and image exchange, 
application sharing; and specify infrastructure protocols for 
audiographic or audiovisual applications. 

[0038] The T120 series governs the audiographic portion 
of the H.320, H.323, and H.324 series and operates either 
Within these or by itself. The T120 suite consists of a series 
of recommendations, Which are summariZed as folloWs: 

Recom 
menda 
tion Description 

T120 Data protocols for multimedia conferencing: This provides an 
overview of the T120 series. 

T121 Generic Application Template: This provides a guide for 
development of T120 application protocols. 

T122 Multipoint Communication Service (MCS) Service 
Description: This describes the multi-point services available 
to developers. 

T123 Protocol Stacks for audiographic and audiovisual 
teleconference applications: This speci?es transport protocols 
for a range of networks. 

T124 Generic Conference Control (GCC): This de?nes the 
application protocol supporting reservations and basic 
conference control services for multipoint teleconferences. 

T125 Multipoint Communication Service (MCS) Protocol 
speci?cation: This speci?es the data transmission protocol for 
multipoint services. 

T126 Multipoint still image and annotation protocol: This de?nes 
collaborative data sharing, including White board and image 
sharing, graphic display information, and image exchange in a 
multipoint conference. 

T127 Multipoint Binary File Transfer Protocol: This de?nes a 
method for applications to transmit ?les in a multipoint 
conference. 

T128 Multipoint application sharing protocol: This de?nes hoW 
participants in a T120 conference can share local applications 
such that other conference participants can see the image of the 
shared application, and use the mouse and keyboard to take 
control of the shared application as if it Were running locally. 
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-continued 

Recom 
menda 
tion Description 

T134 Text chat application entity: A T121 APE de?nition for a text 
chat protocol. 

T135 User-to-reservation system transactions Within a T120 
conference: This de?nes conferencing reservation protocols in 
a T120 environment, typically betWeen a client application 
and a scheduling systems Which reserves resources for 
multipoint control units (MCUs or “bridges”). 

T136 HoW Remote Device Control and con?guration may be 
performed using T120 as the transport protocol. 

T140 Protocol for multimedia application text conversation. The 
protocol for text chat Within T120, goes With T134. 

TVMR Virtual Meeting Room control. Contains some material from 
previous T13x drafts, concentrates on audio + 
dataconferencing. 

[0039] Of the above governing standards, a preferred 
embodiment of the instant invention provides enhancements 
speci?cally to the T128 Multipoint Application Sharing 
Protocol to substantially improve scalability. As Will be 
described more fully beloW, scalability is improved by 
eliminating a ?xed limit on the number of users, by reducing 
the amount of additional memory needed to hold informa 
tion for a neW member/collaborator/sharer in a conference, 
by reducing the amount of additional total network traf?c 
amongst the members of a conference required to complete 
the join/collaboration/share during a conference, and by 
reducing the computational complexity of the algorithms 
used, Which is proportional to the amount of time required 
for anything to happen during a conference. 

[0040] These enhancements are embodied in a neW T128 
model. Unlike the global, chaotic model of NetMeetingTM 
2.0, the T128 model of the instant invention is a per-host 
model. In this model, each person hosting (sharing an 
application) acts like a miniature server for the conference. 
NetWork traf?c almost alWays originates from hosts only, 
and Wends its Way doWn to the others vieWing in the 
conference. Members have separate state information for 
each person Who is sharing. The updates (shared application 
lists, the graphics of the shared applications, the current 
cursor position and shape) stream doWn from the host. To 
interpret packets coming from the host only requires the 
vieWer to knoW the capabilities of the host. The netWork 
traf?c from a vieWer is not broadcast, but sent privately back 
to the host, When controlling. The rest of the members in the 
conference see the results (changes in appearance, move 
ment of the cursor, etc.) Which are broadcast by the host 
later. Since input, mouse and keyboard messages, are only 
sent privately from a controller to a host, the latency and 
responsiveness, especially of the mouse, is much improved. 
This is especially noticeable in large conferences since there 
is no performance penalty as more people participate. 

[0041] Speci?c changes in the T128 protocol contem 
plated herein Which alloW the realization of the advantages 
of the instant invention involve not sending ignored user 
name/capabilities in some control packets; removing/ignor 
ing many capabilities; streamlining cache capabilities nego 
tiation When a node starts to share, stops sharing, and When 
a neW person joins the conference; creating caches; order 
encoding data each time a note starts to host, and freeing/ 
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cleanup When the node stops hosting; eliminating some 
packet broadcasts to everyone in the conference or replacing 
them With targeted sends to an individual; and a neW control 
model and neW control packets. Like ?le transfer (T127), 
T128 has distinct send side (hosting) and receive side 
(vieWing) parts that compose the logical T128 applet. In the 
instant invention, a node in a conference is a host When it is 
sharing applications or its desktop. The act of hosting or 
sharing is the process of trapping the graphics on the screen 
and transmitting the updates for the entities that are shared. 
There is an UI applet for hosting Which basically is a dialog 
that lists all of the top level applications running along With 
the entire desktop. This UI shoWs What is shared, and alloWs 
a user to share/unshare items and to stop sharing everything. 
This applet also alloWs a user to change Whether the shared 
applications/desktop are controllable, and has other options 
for 24-bit color sharing and automatic handling of control 
requests. A node in a conference is a vieWer When a remote 
node is hosting and it has AS active (unless application 
sharing is prevented by system policy). The UI for vieWing 
may be a frame WindoW displaying the shared contents of 
the remote host. 

[0042] A host in a conference is controllable When it has 
checked AlloW Control in the Conf Tools menu (or if SDK 
code does it pragmatically). At this point, it is possible for 
remote vieWers to take control of it. When a vieWer takes 
control of a controllable host, it becomes the controller of 
the host. When a vieWer of a host becomes its controller, the 
host’s oWn keyboard and mouse are locked, and input comes 
from the controller instead. The act of controlling is the 
process of sending input and WindoW activation back to the 
host to drive its shared entities. 

[0043] When at least one node in a conference is a host, 
the nodes in the conference are in a share. Ashare is another 
name for an active T128 session. T128 is the least T120 
iZed of the standard applet protocols, since it came from a 
non-T120 tWo person only primitive World (R.11). As such, 
there is some redundancy. Some of the rich T120 primitives, 
like getting into conferences, exchanging capabilities, and 
determining the roster, are found in a more primitive form in 
T128. So a share gets created, joined, and ended just like a 
conference does. And members are added and deleted just 
like in a conference. 

[0044] In an exemplary embodiment of the instant inven 
tion, there are four parts to the T128 protocol: CMG, the 
T120 Wiring to ?nd out about calls and activate AS sessions; 
S20, the share establishment/capabilities exchange/member 
join/leave/share termination part; CPC, the member capa 
bilities data sent via S20 control packets; and DATA, the AS 
streaming part, for hosting and controlling, Which accounts 
for the capabilities of the share members so it does not send 
data or packets that they cannot understand. The folloWing 
description of an exemplary embodiment is included by Way 
of example, and not by Way of limitation, to enable one of 
ordinary skill in the art to practice an embodiment of the 
instant invention. 

[0045] CMG is utilized to ?nd out When calls start, When 
calls end, and When members are added/removed. When a 
neW call is starting, AS receives a permit to enroll indication 
noti?cation. It enrolls its application by ?lling in a GCC 
session key ?eld With appropriate key types, capability 
structure, etc. as is standard. The enroll request is ?lled in 
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and the application enroll method is called to enroll or 
unenroll in the conference starting/ending. When an. enroll 
con?rm noti?cation is received, it looks for success or 
failure. If failure, it cleans up as though the call had ended. 
If success, it enrolls the neW member and Watches for the 
application roster report indication noti?cations that indicate 
change. Finally, CMG looks for the local node in the 
member list, the ?rst time it is seen the member is considered 
?nally to be in a T120 call. It processes its oWn section, 
looking for neW members so it can add them, and for old 
members noW gone so it can remove them. These are 

GROUPWARE members only, application sharing (AS) 
member addition/removal comes independently through the 
S20 protocol. When AS ?nally believes itself to be in a T120 
call, it attaches to the MCS domain so it can send and receive 
data. When the domain attachment is con?rmed, AS joins 
tWo MCS channels: its oWn MCS user channel; and the MCS 
AS broadcast channel. When both of the MCS channels are 
joined, the system is ready. 

[0046] S20 begins Where CMG leaves off. In this exem 
plary embodiment there are six control packets, then one for 
data Which is used by the streaming part of sharing. All S20 
packets have a header. The exemplary packet types are as 
folloWs: 

S20iCREATE Control packet to create a neW 
share 

S20iJOIN Control packet to join an existing 
share 

S20iRESPOND Control packet to respond to and 
S20iJOIN 

S20iDELETE Control packet to eject a member 
from the share 

S20iLEAVE Control packet to yourself leave an 
existing share 

S20iEND Control packet to end an existing 
share 

S20iDATA Data packet, the S20 part is a 
header 

[0047] When the MCS channels are joined after a neW call 
starts, AS broadcasts an S20_JOIN packet on the T128 
channel to join an existing share. If there is an existing share, 
the system Will see a response on the T128 channel, an 
S20_RESPOND packet With the MCS user ID as the node 
being responded to, from the node that created the share. 
Others in the share Will see the S20_RESPOND also. Each 
Will add the neW member into their member lists, and if 
successful, each Will broadcast another S20_RESPOND out 
on the T128 channel. This Will be ignored by the existing 
people in the share, since they already knoW about these 
other existing members. The remote people are added one by 
one this Way into the neW member’s member list. Preferably, 
these messages acknoWledging the neW person and inform 
ing him about the existing members are only sent privately 
to the neW member to reduce netWork traf?c. The capabili 
ties and user name are a couple hundred bytes of data and are 
included in these packets. When leaving an existing share, a 
node broadcasts an S20_LEAVE packet on the T128 chan 
nel. The other members of the share Will see this message 
and remove the member leaving from their member lists. 
When something goes Wrong letting a neW node join into a 
share, eg if a share is taking place With members utiliZing 
NetMeetingTM 3.0 embodying the teachings of the instant 
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invention and a member utiliZing the old NetMeetingTM 2.x 
tries to join, the share creator broadcasts an S20_DELETE 
packet on the T128 channel With the MCS user ID of the 
node being ejected. The share ends When the share creator 
leaves the share. The share creator Will broadcast an 
S20_END packet on the T128 channel, and the other 
members Will clean up and terminate also. 

[0048] If no share exists When a user tries to share an 
application, that node creates a share ?rst, then continues 
With sharing the application. The node broadcasts and 
S20_CREATE packet on the T128 channel. There are Ways 
of arbitrating con?ict, eg if tWo participants both try to 
create a share around the same time. In general, in prior 
systems the share is not created until at least one remote 
node sends back an S20_RESPOND packet acknoWledging 
the S20_CREAT E request. This is Why application sharing 
in NetMeetingTM 2.x could only activate When at least tWo 
nodes Were in a conference and application sharing capable. 
In the system of the instant invention, hoWever, if the node 
trying to create the share is also the T120 top provider, the 
code assumes success instantly since the collision arbitration 
algorithm Will alWays resolve in favor of closeness to the top 
provider. In this Way, the system of the instant invention Will 
alloW the creation of a single party share, alloWing one to 
host a meeting, share application(s) or desktop, and have it 
persist. The share Will create instantly, and it Will not 
terminate When no one else except the host is left in the 
conference. Additionally, this method is faster for the end 
user Who Wants to share applications or desktops since it 
completes almost immediately. 

[0049] For CPC, the member name and the member appli 
cation sharing capabilities are exchanged via the S20 control 
packets. When a neW member is added into a share list, the 
share capabilities are recalculated. Most of these capabilities 
are used to determine What kind of application sharing data 
to send When hosting. Prior systems used to do a lot of 
recalculation Whether it Was hosting or not. The system of 
the instant invention, hoWever, only does recalculation When 
it is hosting, since starting to host Will calculate the capa 
bilities based off the people in the share at the time anyWay. 
Moreover, a lot of recalculation is gone completely making 
it a lot faster and easier to handle a neW member of the share. 
The total capabilities block is basically a list of the area 
capabilities (PROTCAPS) blocks With IDs for each. Mem 
bers ignore PROTCAPS blocks With unrecogniZed IDs. 

[0050] In prior systems When a node started to host, it 
Would calculate the outgoing cache siZes based on the 
capabilities of everybody in the share. It Would take the 
minimum of its siZe and those of all the other people in the 
share. In the case Where there are sender and receiver 
capabilities, it Would take the minimum of its send capa 
bilities and everybody else’s receiver capabilities. When the 
other nodes found out that somebody Was hosting, they 
Would have to calculate What siZe to create the incoming 
caches. They Would then take the minimum of the host’s and 
everybody else’s capabilities. Then, When somebody neW 
joined the share, everybody Would have to recalculate the 
neW cache siZes again. In essence, everyone in the share had 
to knoW about each other to be able to interpret and handle 
the packets coming from a host. Besides being expensive to 
recalculate all the time, it Would be impossible to ever 
implement lurking/passive/multicast-like application shar 
ing. This prior system could never have implemented a 
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streaming application session, like NetShoWTM presentations 
or multicasted video because of the impracticability of 
having 10,000 people ?nd out about each other and do 
calculations based off each other’s capabilities. 

[0051] In the system of the instant invention, When a node 
starts to host, it creates outgoing caches With exactly the 
siZes it Wants, Which it has speci?ed in its capabilities 
already as described above. When the others ?nd out that 
somebody has started hosting, they create incoming caches 
of the siZes speci?ed in the host’s capabilities. Further, When 
someone neW joins the share, the eXisting members do not 
have to do a thing. The neW member Will ?nd out that 
someone is hosting, and Will in turn create incoming caches 
from the capability siZes. In this system of the instant 
invention, a vieWer only has to knoW about the host’s 
capabilities. The vieWer creates caches based off only the 
siZes given in the host’s capabilities. After this the process 
is done, no recalculation is necessary. Moreover, the outgo 
ing caches for bitmaps/cursors/palettes/savebits/order 
encoding are created on a node When it starts to host and 
freed When it stops. The corollary incoming caches for 
bitmaps/cursors/palettes/savebits/order encoding are created 
for a remote node on vieWers When they ?nd out the node 
has started to host, and freed When they ?nd out the node has 
stopped hosting. Prior systems used to keep the caches 
around for a person as long as the share eXisted and the 
person Was in the share. These Would be reused, in the state 
they Were left in, if the person started hosting again. This 
Was typically megabytes of memory to keep around. HoW 
ever, since neW members of the share Would not have the 
saved cache state, the contents of these caches Would be 
Wiped out anyWay. 

[0052] The data packets transmitted, as indicated above, 
are pre?Xed With the S20DATAPACKET structures, then a 
DATAPACKETHEADER. These are the stream types (dic 
tionaries). All of the packet types are grouped into one of the 
feW streams, the groups have much in common as far as 
contents and siZes, so they compress together Well. The 
types of data packets include draWing/graphics updates sent 
by the host and the supported font list, Which is sent by 
everyone in the conference to each other. While this is really 
a capability, it is so large (could be 32K) it is not eXchanged 
via the S20 protocol. The data packets also include control 
packets, active WindoW noti?cation sent by the host, or 
activate/restore requests sent to the host, the shared WindoW 
list sent by the host, the hosting state (hosting applications, 
hosting desktop, hosting nothing anymore) sent by the host, 
cursor appearance/position noti?cation sent by the host, 
keyboard/mouse input sent from controller to the host, and 
a sync packet from eXisting member of a share to a neW 
member to let the neW member knoW that the group is aWare 
of him and hoW to handle data from the group. This is 
needed because of cache states, order encoding data, and 
font lists. Further data packet include the changed capability, 
eg when desktop siZe/color depth changes. The compres 
sion types on the packet data include: not compressed; 
PKZIP compressed, but atomic, no info about previous 
packets is need to decompress; and persistent-PKZIP com 
pressed, information about previous packets sent on same 
stream is needed to decompress. 

[0053] As compared With the prior versions of NetMeet 
ingTM, the system of the instant invention provides feWer and 
smaller Shared-WindoW-List (SWL) broadcast packets. 
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These packets provide noti?cation of the list of shard 
WindoW states, positions, siZes, along With areas that are 
obscured, if anything has changed since last time. In the 
prior systems, the SWL packets Were sent by people hosting, 
and by non-hosts if they Were in control so that everyone 
else Would sync to the placement of shadoWs on their 
system. ShadoW WindoWs, representing shared information 
from other people, Were alWays included in the list as Well. 
When joining and leaving, an empty packet Was alWays sent, 
even if the member Was not hosting. There Were lots of 
packets dropped due to collisions in Z-order When multiple 
people Were hosting, or packets applied and then another 
Z-order packet Would be sent out in a Ping-Pong effect. NoW, 
only the host sends the SWL packets, the contents of Which 
are simply WindoWs shared on the host, and things that 
obscure parts of the shared WindoWs. Therefore, When not 
hosting and joining/leaving share, no packets are sent. 
Further, Z-order is not changing all the time because a 
plurality of shadoWs are not changing independently as 
before. 

[0054] In addition to the feWer SWL packets, the system 
of the instant invention also provides feWer Active-WindoW 
Coordinator (AWC) broadcast packets. These packets pro 
vide noti?cation of the currently active shared WindoW (or 
NULL if none), if this WindoW has changed. These packets 
also provide requests to activate/minimiZe/change state of a 
shared WindoW. In the prior systems, the current active 
WindoW Was sent out periodically, even When not hosting. 
When hosting there Were many different states, and applying 
noti?cations/requests from remotes Would often cause 
another packet to be sent in a Ping-Pong effect. Additionally, 
there Were requests to simulate tray behavior (right clicking 
on tray button for shadoW of shared WindoW Would cause 
system menu to popup on host if in control), to close and 
minimiZe WindoWs. In the system of the instant invention, 
noti?cations are only sent by hosts about currently active 
WindoW. There is no need to distinguish different types of 
“no shared WindoW” active cases, meaning feWer broad 
casts. Only shared WindoW or nothing is sent. Requests are 
only sent from the controller to the host to activate/unmini 
miZe shared WindoW, or to inject Ctrl+Alt+Del in case of NT 
Remote Desktop Sharing (RDS). RDS is a service process 
that uses application sharing to share the entire desktop of a 
machine back to Whomever called in. Ctrl+Alt+Del simu 
lation is needed on NT because that is the Way a user logs 
in, shuts doWn, or locks the Workstation. 

[0055] The system of the instant invention also provides 
feWer cursor broadcast packets, Which provide current cur 
sor image and position if either has changed. In the prior 
systems, the current cursor position Was sent out periodi 
cally by everyone, as Was the current cursor image. Depend 
ing on the control state, a node may have sent out a cursor 
broadcast or an input broadcast. With the system of the 
instant invention, only the host sends the cursor shape and 
position. If a host is controlled and its cursor position is out 
from the last knoW controller mouse position, a sync bit is 
added to the cursor position broadcast. The controller Will, 
upon seeing this set, move his mouse to the cursor position 
given by the host. 

[0056] The system of the instant invention also provides 
feWer Hosted-Entity-Tracker (HET) broadcast packets, 
Which provide noti?cation of current hosting application/ 
desktop value. Before, When sharing applications the current 
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top level shared WindoW count Was sent out. Every time a 
WindoW came or Went, another neW count Was broadcast. 

HoWever, remote vieWers only cared When the count tran 
sitioned to or from Zero. Therefore, the system of the instant 
invention only sends changes from Zero to non-Zero (hosting 
applications/desktop), and from non-Zero to Zero (stopped 
hosting). The intermediate counts are useless and Were 
ignored by the remotes, so they are no longer sent. 

[0057] The system of the instant invention also provides a 
signi?cant reduction in the number of Synchronizing NeW 
Individuals (SNI) broadcast packets. These packets indicate 
a member joining, and are sent on each stream by each 
eXisting person When a neW person joins into the T128 
share. They tell the neW person that the sender knoWs he is 
present, that any data from that point on takes the neW 
person’s capabilities into account, and that the neW person 
can noW process packets from the sender. These must be sent 
and handled before anything can continue in the share. In 
prior systems, When a neW person joined a share, everybody 
in the share Would loop through everybody else in the share, 
and for each person broadcast a sync packet per stream. 
These broadcasts Would happen for each stream, and there 
Were ?ve streams, although tWo of those Were not really 
used. This meant that the prior system Was synching streams 
that data Was never sent on. NoW, hoWever, the people in the 
share only broadcast one packet apiece per stream a packet 
for the neW member joining. The neW member joining then 
broadcasts a packet for each person already in the share. In 
other Words, application sharing nodes need to send a sync 
packet to people Who are neW to them in the share. Further, 
the number of streams of concern have been reduced from 
?ve to three. A sync is sent only on a stream When data is 
needed to be sent on it, Which reduces the number still 
further to one for people Who are just vieWing. 

[0058] The system of the instant invention also provides 
feWer Control Arbitration (CA) packets, Which provide 
noti?cation of the current collaboration state (detached, 
collaborating, controlled, in control), and Which provide 
requests to control, grants of control handled by the node 
currently in control. In prior systems control Was global 
Whereby all nodes collaborating are controlled by mouse and 
keyboard of the node in control. Nodes could be controlled 
(locked) even if they Were not hosting. They Would play 
back the mouse/keyboard input, only to discard it at the last 
second since it should only be played back to shared 
applications. Every state change Was broadcast, and all 
nodes, Whether hosting or not, needed to broadcast state 
changes. If a packet could not be broadcast (loW memory or 
simply too much traf?c), state change Would not occur. This 
Would result in a controlled node remaining froZen, unable 
to use his mouse or keyboard, for a long time until it could 
get a packet out. NoW, the control state is broadcast from 
hosts only When alloWing control state changes or When 
start/stop controlling. Control operations (taking control, 
releasing control, bouncing control, etc.) are private betWeen 
host and another node and are not broadcasted. 

[0059] The system of the instant invention does provide 
additional neW control (CA30) packets, Which provide 
request eXchanges to take control, release control, bounce 
control, invite control, pass control, etc. The neW control 
model is similar to the calling model Whereby a node asks 
to take control of a host like placing a call to a remote. The 
node gets back a response (no With reason or yes). Until this 
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response, the node can time-out or cancel the request on the 
vieWer side. The host can alloW the end user to accept or 
reject the incoming take control request. Either side can 
hang up, the controller can cancel or release control and the 
host can bounce control. this Works locally even if packets 
cannot get out. Even if the system runs out of memory 
completely, the local node Will not be stuck in a state it does 
not Want to be in. Further, hosts can invite vieWers to control 
them, like inviting a remote to join a conference. 

[0060] In addition to the above, the system of the instant 
invention also provides feWer Input Manager (IM) packets. 
In prior systems, the person in control if collaborating, or 
any detached host, broadcasted input packets every mouse 
move/click/keypress. Everyone not collaborating treated 
these like noti?cations, and updates the keyboard state 
table/mouse position of the sender (and all controlled nodes 
if from person in control). Everyone collaborating treated 
these like requests and injected the input into their machine. 
This Would be horribly sloW in a large conference if a 
controller moved the mouse a lot. NetMeetingTM 2.x col 
lapsed the mouse packets Which resulted in jerky and 
unresponsive cursor movement. In the system of the instant 
invention, input packets are sent privately from a controller 
to a host, not broadcasted. The controlled host then periodi 
cally broadcasts the neW cursor position/shape due to the 
input played back from the controller. This alloWs multiple 
hosts to be simultaneously controlled by multiple indepen 
dent users. The result in very high mouse ?delity and loWer 
bandWidth in a large conference. 

[0061] The result of these changes is a substantial reduc 
tion in netWork traf?c from eXisting NetMeetingTM 3.0 nodes 
When a neW person joins a share, especially from these node 
that are not currently sharing. Each node Was sending a lot 
of packets that Were ignored on the remotes or did not 
bene?t anything. NoW, When a host starts sharing the process 
is greatly simpli?ed. With 50 people in a conference, e.g., 
the traf?c to get everyone in sync shrunk from 12,851 
broadcasted packets to only 265 broadcasted packets. 

[0062] As an eXample illustrating this simpli?cation, 
assume that siX people are in a conference, having already 
exchanged capabilities and fonts, and a host starts sharing 
his desktop. The host broadcasts an application sharing 
S20_CREATE packet (Which includes his name and AS 
capabilities). In response, ?ve other users respond by broad 
casting an S20-JOIN packet With their name and AS capa 
bilities. For each person Who joins the share, the host Will 
perform a sanity check of the vieWer’s capabilities, and if 
there is a problem, Will broadcast an S20_DELETE packet 
for that vieWer. Assuming all is Well, the host creates a 
person structure With the minimum amount of system 
resources necessary to vieW. The host then resets its caches 
(palette, graphics), and broadcasts a sync packet. The host 
then entirely repaints that Which is shared. After this, the 
host retransmits its state (HET) indicating What he is sharing 
(desktop, application, not). After this the host sends its font 
packet, and Waits for the vieWer’s font packet. 

[0063] On the vieWer’s side, once the S20_CREAT E 
packet is received, a sanity check is performed on the 
capabilities. If all is Well, the vieWer replies With an 
S20_JOIN broadcast. At this point, the vieWer and host are 
in a share. The caches are reset, a sync packet is sent to the 
creator, and the font list is sent. The vieWer then receives the 
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sync from the host, the font packet, and the desktop or 
application HET. The vieWer then creates cursor cache, a 
palette cache, and a bitmap cache all of siZe the host said. 
The vieWer then creates the compression saved history and 
the order decoding structures and memory. Finally, the 
vieWer creates a bitmap for that person’s desktop, or WindoW 
to vieW What’s shared. When the vieWer Wants to stop 
viewing, he sends a HET packet indicating that nothing is 
shared. The vieWer then destroys the WindoW, and frees the 
blocks shared. HoWever, the vieWer stays in the list. 

[0064] During application sharing, it is instructive to note 
What is needed for a vieWer to represent What is on the host’s 
screen, utiliZing desktop sharing as an example. First, the 
vieWer needs to be able to recreate the graphics on the host’s 
screen. This includes the cursor (logical position, image, 
current location, etc.), as Well as the palette (Were true color 
cannot be supported as described beloW). This Was needed 
to alloW translation of palette code to actual color in 256 
color applications. The alternative Would be to take a bitmap 
of the desktop. HoWever, since this could be approximately 
one megabyte of data, the transmission of palette codes 
saves greatly. The vieWer Would also need to recreate the 
text (font, language information local information, character 
set information, multi-national information, Unicode, etc.). 
If a vieWer does not have the font, the host does not send text 
draWings to the people in the conference at all. If text is put 
up by a shared application using a font that is not available 
on all remote vieWers, a bitmap of that part of the screen is 
sent instead. While this is a lot bigger than a simple text 
draWing description, it is safe and can be handled by 
everyone in the conference. This is What application does in 
general When there is no commonality, it falls back to screen 
data. The vieWer also needs the bitmap cache (toolbar 
images, etc.) and the order encoding cache. The host sends 
only change of draWing unit of the type. The header for each 
draWing unit indicates the ?eld types that are being sent. If 
these are not there, then they are the same as the previous 
one. When someone joins a share, the host invalidates the 
entire screen and forces a refresh (repaint from scratch). 
Then the caches are rebuilt. 

[0065] For application sharing, the host needs to represent 
the WindoW to the vieWer, With a list of What is shared, the 
Z-order, the shape and position of each WindoW, and What is 
currently active. When the host is being controlled by a 
remote, he uses a control timer mechanism to ensure that 
other vieWers’ screens are kept up to date. Therefore, the 
playback of input ?rst processes fast input such as the mouse 
clicks, cursor position and shape. Next, the WindoW list for 
application sharing indicating What and Where things are is 
processed. Finally, the graphics are processed, including the 
list of orders and screen data. If, for any reason, the WindoW 
list or graphics cannot be sent, they are skipped so that the 
fast input may again be processed. 

[0066] As indicated above, the neW collaboration model of 
the instant invention, preferably implemented in NetMeet 
ingTM 3.0 application sharing, is per-host. By collaboration 
it is meant the process of alloWing, inviting, granting, and 
revoking control to others of shared applications. This neW 
model is developed to go along With per-host application 
sharing described above. In the previous versions of the 
application sharing protocol, T128, collaboration Was glo 
bal as described above. Each member of the conference 
could start/stop collaborating. Exactly one of the members 
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collaborating Was considered to be in control. Her mouse/ 
keyboard drove the mice/keyboards of the other members 
collaborating. Those other members Were controlled, and 
their keyboards/mice Were locked. HoWever, if they Weren’t 
sharing anything, the mouse and keyboard input from the 
person in control Would go to noWhere, since We only let the 
remotes control shared applications and not unshared ones. 
So their keyboards/mice Were locked for no reason, Which 
Was very frustrating especially in the multitasking World of 
WindoWs. 

[0067] Anybody collaborating could become the person in 
control by a simple action (a mouse click or key press). If 
several people took control around the same time, the last 
person to do so Won, until the next person took control. 
There Was no organiZation or order, it Was a chaotic model, 
our users called it “mouse Wars”. With a decent number of 

people in a conference, the telephone Was the only Way to 
keep things from getting out of hand. There Was a lot of 
“OK, I’m going to take control noW, don’t do anything 
anybody” discussion back and forth. 

[0068] Collaboration Was a tWo-Way street. A person 
might only Want to control another’s applications Without 
exposing his oWn. But that Wasn’t possible in this old model, 
collaboration Was all or nothing. And there Was no Way for 
a person to gracefully decline a control operation or even 
knoW that it Was about to happen—control Would be yanked 
aWay Without Warning. This application sharing control 
model (a.k.a. Collaboration) is unfriendly to shared app the 
hosts, controllers, other meeting participants, and SDK 
clients. The model is a global free-for-all, With no reliable 
Way of denying, canceling, or undoing dangerous operations 
via the user interface or driving code. These problems are 
parallel to those people used to have With shared app vieWs. 
Each person in the conference had “shadoW WindoWs”, 
representing a top level shared WindoW from a host. People 
could not move them, siZe them, get them out of the Way, or 
put them back in the Way When desktops Were of different 
siZes, or change the Z-order. 

[0069] In this old control model, “Collaboration”, means a 
user’s mouse and keyboard are synchroniZed With those of 
all other members in the conference Who are collaborating. 
The person in control is in control of all the other people 
collaborating, and his input is played back on all of those 
other machines. In NetMeetingTM 2.x, a user could collabo 
rate and be driven even if he Were not sharing anything. This 
ended up being for no reason, since all of the played back 
input Would eventually be discarded. Pressing the “Collabo 
rate” button Would do one of several someWhat unpredict 
able things depending on the state of the user and other 
people’s states. It Would either cause the user to start 
collaborating, to take control if already collaborating, or to 
stop collaborating. 

[0070] In this prior system, as indicated above, collabo 
ration is GLOBAL to the conference. Collaboration is a set 
of states, detached or cooperating, and then in control only 
if cooperating. When the state changes, several broadcasts 
from different people occur. The potential controller broad 
casts “cooperating” to start collaborating if he isn’t already, 
the potential controller broadcasts “request control” to take 
control, and the current controller broadcasts “granted con 
trol” to the potential controller. Of the members collaborat 
ing, one and only one person is in control. That person’s 
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mouse and keyboard drive the mice/keyboards of the other 
members collaborating. Each control change requires some 
retransmitting of input state information, especially toggle 
keys, and discarding old accumulated input. The person in 
control broadcasts his input messages to everybody. Then all 
the people collaborating play back these input messages, 
skipping ones that obviously Would manipulate non-shared 
WindoWs, and then if they ended up going to a WindoW not 
shared, Would sWalloW them at the last minute. That alloWs 
the cursor to move, but the actual movement of the mouse 
noti?cation to not get sent to the WindoWs under the mouse 
if they are not shared. Additionally, there Was a lot of 
complicated token/sequence number/guessing/time stamp 
calculations done to ?gure out Who has control if several 
people try to grab it at once, or it Was taking too long to hear 
back. Further, taking control Was a free-for-all as indicated 
above, anybody could take it aWay from the controller at any 
time. This often resulted With somebody in control even if 
there Was nobody else to be controlled. 

[0071] As may be apparent from the forgoing, the prior 
system had many areas of improvement available. Since 
collaboration Was global, it only Worked When the shared 
application pool Was global, all in same relative place on 
everybody’s screen. Further since collaboration Was bi 
directional, taking control of another’s shared applications 
also left that user open to being controlled. Collaboration 
Was also quite noisy, requiring several broadcasts from an 
individual When his state changed. To take control required 
three broadcasts: cooperating, request control from person 
taking control, granted control from person handing off 
control. This collaboration Was also end-user chaotic, 
Wherein everybody could take control, the last person to do 
so Wins, Which resulted in a big user interface free for-all. 
This collaboration Was also SDK chaotic, Wherein there Was 
no Way for SDK code to do conference management and get 
noti?ed in real time or con?rm/deny control changes. Addi 
tionally, the collaboration Was not easily undoable, in that 
the hosts could not “bounce” the current controller While 
staying “controllable” for somebody else, and the controllers 
could not “let go” of a host Without going back to the main 
NetMeetingTM 2.x UI and pressing the Collaborate button 
some random number of times. Collaboration Was also not 
deniable, in that the hosts could not choose to accept/deny 
a request to take control. Nor Was collaboration cancelable, 
potential controllers could not cancel a pending take control 
operation if it Was taking a long time, eg in a large 
conference. 

[0072] As indicated above, the neW control/collaboration 
model of the instant invention is per-host, a nice parallel to 
the neW T128 protocol. Control, rather than being global, is 
per-host. Each the host can be controlled by one the remote, 
and several the hosts can be controlled in parallel by several 
distinct the remotes. A member can be a host and be able to 
control another Without opening up his oWn shared appli 
cations to control. HoWever, one can not be in control of a 
host and controlled by another the remote at the same time. 
Control can be initiated, canceled and refused on either side 
(the host and the controller). It can be handed off to a third 
party. There is graceful timing out and failure handling. Both 
the controller and the host can continue in loW memory or 
stress situations. Although round-trip communication 
betWeen a host and a the remote is required, either side can 
move on and do something else Without Waiting to hear from 
the other. The user interface is also unintrusive, dialogs are 
not modal and hang around for a While before timing out so 
end user can handle them as is convenient. 
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[0073] The person in control sends all his input messages, 
mouse and keyboard, along With other information needed 
for states, like IME keys and TOGGLE keys, to the person 
controlled, privately or per-host. The person controlled plays 
back this input, and attempts to prevent any from going to 
WindoWs/applications that are not shared. That Way a con 
troller can not actually cause a click in a non-shared appli 
cation. The person controlled’s mouse Will move in sync 

With the controller, it must for dragging and other opera 
tions, but the actual mouse moves are not passed to the 
applications. 

[0074] The controller’s system does spoiling and other 
massaging of the input to send. For eXample, to prevent 
applications from going into drag-drop mode, application 
sharing Waits a bit after a mouse button doWn looking for a 
mouse button up. That Way the doWn/up go in the same 
packet and are played back quickly, creating a click. If the 
doWn/up Were split up, the time latency is such that many 
applications including the eXplorer itself Would assume the 
mouse Was going to be used for dragging something. A 
corresponding eXample Would be key doWns/ups, to avoid 
simulated repeats, or duplicate keys caused by WindoWs 
itself generating other key sequences in the default WindoW 
handler. And since mouse moves can be discarded, if out 
going packets start to backup, they can be combined. This 
may someWhat increase jerkiness on the remotes, but this is 
better than getting stuck because so much outgoing traffic is 
generated that nothing else can get sent. 

[0075] There is corresponding code on the controlled side 
to playback the input. Events at several levels have to be 
discarded, and there are some exceptions for discarding 
events With screensavers, other desktops, and system dialogs 
like the fault error message. The input must be played back 
With roughly the same time differences as it occurred on the 
controller. These cannot be input into to the OS all at once, 
since WindoWsTM Will do different things based off the 
system keyboard state. 

[0076] Basically, there is a pretty Well-de?ned sequence of 
netWork traf?c With control. The controller sends input 
events to the controlled person. The controlled person then 
broadcasts noti?cations to everybody in the conference of 
cursor position/shape changes and WindoW position/appear 
ance updates caused by playing back the input from the 
controller. Operation of this neW control structure may be 
better understood from the folloWing simple examples of 
hoW this neW model Works. Note that a host is a conference 
member sharing applications/desktop. 

[0077] To indicate controllability, the host broadcasts a 
control state packet, With control alloWed or not alloWed. 
The remotes can use that as indication about Whether to 
permit users to try to take control of the host via UI. To take 
control of a host from a the remote, the remote user selects 
UI like menu command (or code makes function call). The 
remote sends a take control request to the host. The remote 
Waits to hear back yes/no from The host. At this point, the 
remote can either cancel the take control request or do some 
other control operation Which Will also cancel this one. The 
host displays a take control request UI to the end user (or not 
if unattended or passes to code to handle). The user can say 
yes/no. This UI is not modal, it can sit until the end user is 
ready, although it may time out and act like user said no. The 
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host sends a take control reply to the remote With the yes/no 
result. The second this happens, if yes, the host is controlled 
by the remote. 

[0078] To grant control of a host to a the remote, the host 
user selects UI (or code makes function call). The host sends 
an invite control request to the remote. The host Waits to hear 
back from the remote. At this point, the host can either 
cancel the invite control request or do some other control 
operation Which Will also cancel this one. The remote 
displays the invite control request UI to the end user (or not 
if unattended or passes to code to handle). This user can say 
either yes or no. This UI is not modal, it can sit until end user 
is ready, although it may time out and act like user said no. 
The remote sends a invite control reply to the host With 
yes/no result. The second this happens, if yes, the host is 
controlled by the remote. 

[0079] If the host Wants the controller bounced (hitting 
ESC key on the host is UI for this), the operation occurs 
immediately and then the host sends a bounce control inform 
message to the remote. If the controller Wants to let go of the 
host, the operation occurs immediately and then the remote 
sends a release control inform message to the host. 

[0080] If the host is controlled but the user needs to handle 
something temporarily, like a call dialog or a popup from 
some other application, the host sends a pause control 
inform message to the remote. The remote stays in control 
but can tell the user that the mouse/keyboard Will not do 
anything until unpaused. When the user is done, the host 
sends an unpause control inform message to the remote, and 
they pick up Where they left off. 
[0081] To pass control of a host, the remote sends a pass 
control request to the host. At this point the remote is no 
longer in control, ie the remote can not undo or take back 
the pass control request. This is different than requesting or 
inviting control. The reason for this is to avoid long stacked 
up sequences of people in the conference Waiting for each 
other to take their respective actions. With control, it Was 
decided to only alloW dependencies betWeen a host and a 
vieWer, none betWeen different vieWers. This avoids dead 
locks and jams for long periods of time. The host displays a 
pass control request UI to end user, Who can say yes/no. If 
the host user says no, the host sends a pass control reply With 
failure immediately to the second remote. If the host user 
says yes, the host forWards a pass control request to the 
second remote. The host Waits to hear back from the second 
remote. At this point, the host can either cancel the pass 
control request or do some other control operation Which 
Will also cancel this one. The second remote displays the 
pass control request UI to the end user, Who can say yes/no. 
The second remote sends the pass control reply to the host 
With the yes/no result. The second this happens, if yes, the 
host is controlled by the second remote. OtherWise, the host 
remains in control. 

[0082] As may be apparent from the foregoing, control is 
made per-host, With cancelable control request, via control 
ler UI and controller SDK code (auto and con?rm mode), 
con?rm/deny control request, via host UI and the host SDK 
code (auto and con?rm mode), and undo-ability of control 
by both controller and controlled the host, via UI and SDK 
code. With this, the moderation/control/?oor model can be 
managed on a per-host basis. 

[0083] Therefore, the system of the instant invention pro 
vides collaboration/control Which is per-host in the confer 
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ence. There is no collaboration anymore; there is “con 
trolled” (the host) and “controlling” (the vieWer). The hosts 
can turn on/off alloWing control. Only the hosts Which have 
alloWed control can be controlled. Somebody not sharing is 
not a host, and therefore can not alloW control nor be 
controlled. Taking control of a host does not open oneself up 
to being controlled (control is noW unidirectional). Control 
is a privately negotiated contract betWeen the host and the 
vieWer, Which once negotiated, cannot be randomly inter 
rupted by a third member of the conference. Further, the 
hosts can grab control back from a controller Without asking, 
and a controller can release control of a host Without asking. 
Any third party Who Wants to control a host can not succeed 
until either the host or the controller breaks the control bond. 

[0084] State changes (alloW control state and being con 
trolled by X) are broadcast from the host sometime after 
changes actually happen. If a vieWer is controlling a host, he 
can not be taken control of, and if a host is controlled, he can 
not take control of somebody else. Further, a vieWer can not 
control more than one host at a time, and a host can not have 
more than one controller at a time. To take control of a host, 
a potential controller sends the host a private request With an 
unique ID (unique to controller) identifying the request. The 
controller then goes into a “Waiting to hear back” state 
during Which the controller can release control, since 
“release” Will folloW the “take” request. Once the request is 
received, the host responds privately to the controller With 
“accepted” or “rejected”. If accepted, the host then broad 
casts state change some time later after receiving this 
information from the controller. During this state, the con 
troller or the host can break the control bond at any time. If 
the controller breaks this bond, he sends the host privately 
a “released” noti?cation, Whereas if the host breaks it, he 
sends the controller privately a “bounced” noti?cation. In all 
cases the request ID is remembered and used to identify the 
“control bond”. This alloWs multiple/queued requests to be 
generated and responded to, ensuring the proper state on 
both sides When done. The hosts/controllers ignore out-of 
date requests. 

[0085] During the controlled period of a host, broadcast 
noti?cations involving the controller are ignored by the 
controller, since this controller alWays has more up-to-date 
information about his oWn state. If a host stops the hosting, 
then control state is automatically cleaned up. LikeWise, if a 
host leaves a conference, then the host stops the hosting, and 
control state is automatically cleaned up. OtherWise, a 
controller can rely on alWays getting a response from the 
host before continuing. The controller should not send input 
to the host until an “accept” response has come back because 
the input packets do not have request IDs in them, and the 
host can not tell if they are out of date or not. 

[0086] Everyone must handle UINT Wrap-around. Allo 
cating/sending packets can fail. For noti?cation broadcasts, 
the host periodically checks if the current state (alloW 
control/controller/requestID) is different than the last one 
sent. If so, the host simply tries to send neW packet. For 
private controller/controllee communication, it’s more com 
plicated. Unlike noti?cation broadcasts, these can not be 
“spoiled”. They must be queued if they can not be allocated/ 
sent. As such, controller/host states do not change until these 
queued packets are sent. The one exception is “Waiting for 
control”, Which happens as soon as possible as a take control 
request occurs, ?ushed or not. 
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[0087] If the user turns off allowing control, queued 
request responses are all turned into “denied-control not 
allowed” responses. Also, request responses following a 
queued “accept” must all be “denied” responses. If the user 
turns off allowing control, current controller is bounced as 
well. If the user tries to take control of a second host when 
a take control request is still queued, the ?rst one is 
superseded. In other words, only one take control request 
will ever be queued. The user can release control of a host 
with a take control request queued. If that happens, the 
release simply cancels the queued take. If the user tries to 
take control of a host when an earlier take control request 
has been sent but has not yet been responded to, the ?rst one 
is canceled by a “release” packet. In the meantime, the 
controller can do whatever it wants when waiting to hear 
back. A preferred embodiment of the instant invention 
includes a message boX with a “cancel” button. Likewise, 
the host can do whatever it wants when it receives a “take 
control” request, provided it follows the rules. In a preferred 
embodiment, a message boX with “person X would like to 
take control, ok/cancel” is displayed, and incoming requests 
are handled in order of receipt. Further, the system may, via 
SDK code, decide that the new controller is the one, bounce 
the current one, and allow the new user to take control. 
Further, as described above, it could remotely push control 
by asking a remote to take control of it. 

[0088] Another advantage of the system of the instant 
invention is the dynamic allocation of system resources. 
Unlike the prior systems that allocated all of the memory 
which could ever be needed for each member of a confer 
ence, the system of the instant invention allocates system 
resources dynamically as the members require them, and 
then frees up those resources when they are no longer 
needed. Application sharing takes a lot of memory to trap the 
graphics on the screen, utiliZing a big enough buffer to make 
that a useful amount so that the system can look backwards 
in the buffer to minimiZe the amount of data which is 
actually sent. 

[0089] As an eXample, if a rectangle is painted over, it 
does not need to be sent since the user cannot see it anyway. 
Additionally, if a circle is painted blue and then painted 
green, the system only needs to send the green information 
since the painting blue is hidden from the viewer. In this 
way, the amount of memory needed to view may be sub 
stantially reduced from that which you need to share. By 
separating out what one needs to view from what one needs 
to share yourself, the memory allocation to viewing mem 
bers may be minimiZed, until one of those viewers starts to 
share. At that point, his memory allocation will be increased 
to accommodate the sharing requirements. When that person 
stops sharing, the additional memory allocation is then freed 
for utiliZation by that user for other purposes. 

[0090] This dynamic memory allocation may be better 
understood with reference to FIGS. 2a-c. FIG. 2a illustrates 
in simpli?ed bar chart form the memory allocations within 
the host 60, viewer A 62, and viewer B 64. As may be seen, 
within the host 60 memory has been allocated for itself 66, 
for viewer A 68, and for viewer B 70. Likewise, within 
viewerA 62 memory has been allocated for the host 72, itself 
74, and viewer B 76; and within viewer B, memory for the 
host 78, viewer A 80, and itself 82. 

[0091] If the host now passes control to Viewer A 62, 
dynamic memory allocation is accomplished as illustrated in 
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FIG. 2b. As may be seen, upon passing control to Viewer A, 
the host 60 allocates additional memory 84 for itself to 
process the inputs from Viewer A who is now in control of 
the shared applications. Likewise, ViewerA 62 also dynami 
cally allocates additional memory 86 for itself to allow it to 
control the host. Viewer B’s memory allocations remain 
unchanged. 

[0092] FIG. 2c illustrates the dynamic freeing of memory 
when control is passed back to the host 60 from viewerA 62. 
As may be seen, the memory allocations return to their 
pre-controlled states once control is passed back to the host 
60. 

[0093] Another problem with the prior systems lies with 
their requirement of at least two users eXisting in a confer 
ence before application sharing is allowed as described 
above. The system of the instant invention changes this 
operation by allowing a single user to initiate and conduct a 
share, with no other members of the conference being 
present. This is accomplished by not requiring the system to 
wait for a response. Instead, the system assumes that the 
sharing has succeeded, if the person sharing is also the host 
of the meeting. This operation is operates properly because 
any collision resolution (two people attempt to share the ?rst 
thing about the same time) works in favor of the host always. 
With this embodiment of the instant invention, a host can 
share an application, or several applications, and unshare 
them too, when he is the only person in a call. Therefore, a 
host can share an application, share Notepad, and collabo 
rate, e.g., then people can call the host, hang up, and call 
back as many times as they like, and the shared applications 
and collaborate state will persist. In prior systems, a person 
could host a meeting and share one thing. However, that one 
thing was not really shared, instead it was queued up to be 
shared when a second person joined the call. the share button 
stayed disabled until that happened. 

[0094] This operation was due to the application sharing 
protocol. When creating a share, an S20_CREATE packet 
was broadcast to the application sharing channel. Until an 
S20_RESPOND or an S20_JOIN packet was received from 
some other party, the share was not considered to have been 
created. This operation is no longer required when the 
creator is the top provider. Instead, the system assumes that 
the second the T120 objects are had all is well. The host 
does not have to wait for a response from someone else. As 
indicated above, this works well because if the top provider 
and someone else ever tried to create a share around the 
same time, the top provider always won. When a host has 
shared an application alone in a conference, there is still 
work being performed. All of the drawings are being accu 
mulated, but they are not going anywhere. Additionally, no 
periodic calculation are happening. However, once someone 
else joins the share, the system proceeds as described above. 

[0095] The system of the instant invention also provides 
true color 24 bpp support through the enhancements pro 
vided to the T128 protocol by the instant invention. As 
indicated above, true color application sharing is a 24 bpp, 
non-palettiZed, standard interchangeable format that maps 
directly to the video hardware. The prior systems utiliZed 8 
bpp data which is a palettiZed format. To accomplish this 
true color application sharing, capabilities were added, 
negotiation of color depth to support this new capability and 
handle people with it properly was ?xed, and the bitmap 
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caches Were revised to handle the larger memory require 
ments of bitmaps three times the siZe of those at 8 bpp. 
Further, information Was added to the draWing packets so the 
graphics of shared applications could be presented accu 
rately. 

[0096] True color data Will only be sent if everyone has the 
capability to vieW it and everyone has a 24 bpp or greater 
display. The reason for this is that a display of less than 24 
bpp Will not accurately display 24 bpp information. Even 16 
bpp (32,767 colors or 65,535 colors on NT) cannot display 
24 bpp data properly because parts of the value get stripped, 
resulting in subtle green/blue/or red shifting, though not as 
extreme as today. The purpose of true color is to vieW 
accurately high color images. Therefore, is should not be 
utiliZed in circumstances Where the ?delity of the results is 
questionable. Further, it generates a lot more data even if a 
member is not really sharing anything that requires it, hence 
the restrictions. 

[0097] There is not much of a performance impact if a 
member is sharing an application such as NotepadTM, since 
almost everything goes as orders Which are the same siZe 
regardless of the bit depth at Which it is sent. HoWever, if a 
member is sharing a graphically intensive application, there 
may be quite an impact. This impact effects both the amount 
of data sent and the latency. This is because a ?xed amount 
of memory is devoted to cached bitmaps. In true color, the 
bits are three times the siZe as 8 bpp. Therefore, only one 
third as many entries ?t in the cache, meaning that We get 
feWer cache hits and must, therefore, send bitmap bits more 
often. Additionally, application sharing has a maximum 
uncompressed packet siZe of 32,000 bytes. That holds less 
packets for the same area painted. Further, there is less 
compression of true color screen data. The specialiZed 
algorithm to arrange the bitmap bits so they compress even 
better than just PKZIP only Works for 4 bpp and 8 bpp data. 
PKZIP can only look back a ?xed amount of bytes in the 
data, so sequences of the same color block do not shrink as 
Well. 

[0098] When supporting true color 24 bpp, the system 
does not distribute any palettes/color tables. When the color 
depth changes because someone leaves the conference, the 
system forces a repaint of the shared information. Prior 
systems did not do this even When sWitching betWeen 4 bpp 
and 8 bpp, Which resulted in some remotes seeing Weird 
artifacts. Additionally, an unused ?eld in orders packet is 
used to specify the sending color depth that they Were 
generated for. Screen data has the color depth, so users knoW 
What to do With it, but orders did not. Under the prior system, 
users Would not knoW Whether to map a color to the closest 
palette entry or just use it plain. With the system of the 
instant invention, the draWing operations may be replayed 
properly. Further, the system of the instant invention Will not 
compress any packet less than 256 bytes (prior system 
constant set at 128 bytes). Additionally, the system Will 
persistently PKZIP packets less than or equal to 4 k, Which 
is the amount of persistent dictionary data saved. As it turns 
out, most packets larger than 256 bytes but smaller than 4 k 
contain draWing orders. 

[0099] In a further embodiment of the instant invention, 
the system dispenses With the exchange of capabilities and 
fonts. This alloWs true multicasting to take place (lurking). 
In this embodiment of the instant invention, the host simply 
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transmits a periodic refresh, at Which point he clears his 
cache and begins to rebuild them and forces a complete 
repaint of his screen. Since fonts are no longer exchanged, 
just images are sent to populate the cache and alloW proper 
display on the vieWer’s screen (cache font glyphs). This 
elimination of capabilities and font exchange alloWs stream 
ing of data to thousands of users Which Would otherWise be 
nearly impossible to complete. 

[0100] Numerous modi?cations and alternative embodi 
ments of the instant invention Will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art in vieW of the foregoing description. 
Accordingly, this description is to be construed as illustra 
tive only and is for the purpose of teaching those skilled in 
the art the best mode for carrying out the invention. Details 
of the structure and implementation of the various compo 
nents described above can be varied substantially Without 
departing from the spirit of the invention, and exclusive use 
of all modi?cations that come Within the scope of the 
appended claims is reserved. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of allocating memory for a host and at least 

one conference participant during an application program 
share session of a multipoint data conference, comprising 
the steps of: 

allocating Within a host a ?rst block of memory for a host 
of the application program share session of siZe suf? 
cient to alloW program sharing; and 

allocating Within a host a second block of memory for a 
participant of the application program share session of 
siZe less than said ?rst block of memory. 

2. The method of claim 1, fuirther comprising the step of 
dynamically increasing the siZe of the ?rst block of memory 
to alloW control of a shared application program by a 
participant. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the step of dynamically 
increasing the siZe of the ?rst block of memory includes the 
step of maintaining the second block of memory essentially 
the same siZe. 

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of 
dynamically reducing the siZe of the ?rst block of memory 
upon relinquishment of control of the shared application 
program by the participant. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 

allocating Within a participant a third block of memory for 
the host of siZe suf?cient to alloW the participant to 
vieW a shared application program; and 

allocating Within a participant a fourth block of memory 
for the participant of siZe less than said third block of 
memory. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising the step of 
dynamically increasing the siZe of the fourth block of 
memory to alloW the participant to control the shared 
application. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein said step of dynami 
cally increasing the siZe of the fourth block of memory 
includes the step of maintaining the third block of memory 
essentially the same siZe. 

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
dynamically reducing the siZe of the fourth block of memory 
upon relinquishment of control by the participant. 
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9. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
dynamically increasing the siZe of the ?rst block of memory 
to alloW control of a shared application program by a 
participant. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of 
dynamically reducing the siZe of the ?rst block and the 
fourth block of memory upon relinquishment of control by 
the participant. 

11. A method of allocating memory for a host and a 
plurality of conference participants during a multipoint data 
conference, comprising the steps of: 

allocating Within a host a ?rst memory block of siZe 
suf?cient to alloW application program sharing; 

allocating Within a host a plurality of memory blocks, one 
for each conference participant, of essentially equal 
siZe minimiZed to identify each conference participant. 

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step 
of dynamically increasing the siZe of the ?rst memory block 
upon sharing control of the application program With one of 
the conference participants. 

13. The method of claim 12, Wherein the step of dynami 
cally increasing the siZe of the ?rst memory block includes 
the step of maintaining the siZe of the plurality of memory 
blocks essentially constant. 

14. The method of claim 12, further comprising the step 
of dynamically decreasing the siZe of the ?rst memory block 
upon relinquishment of control of the shared application. 

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps 
of: 

allocating Within each of the conference participants a 
second memory block for the host suf?cient to alloW 
each conference participant to vieW a shared applica 
tion program; and 
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allocating Within each of the conference participants a 
second plurality of memory blocks, one for each con 
ference participant, of essentially equal siZe minimiZed 
to identify each conference participant. 

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the step 
of dynamically increasing Within one of the plurality of 
conference participants an associated memory block from 

the second plurality of memory blocks to alloW control of 
the shared application. 

17. The method of claim 16, Wherein the step of increas 
ing Within one of the plurality of conference participants an 
associated memory block further comprises the step of 
maintaining remaining memory blocks of the plurality of 
memory blocks and the second memory block essentially the 
same siZe. 

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising the step 
of dynamically decreasing Within one of the plurality of 
conference participants the siZe of the associated memory 
block upon relinquishment of control of the shared applica 
tion. 

19. The method of claim 16, further comprising the step 
of dynamically increasing the siZe of the ?rst memory block 
upon sharing control of the application program With one of 
the conference participants. 

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step 
of dynamically reducing the siZe of the ?rst memory block 
upon relinquishment of control of the application program 
by one of the conference participants. 


